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**Students, faculty receive training in Naloxone administration**

BY TOM JENKINS  THE PARTHE NON

In efforts to combat the opioid epidemic that has overwhelmed the city of Huntington, Marshall University offered Naloxone training and certification for students who are interested in learning how to react in a crisis when someone is overdosing.

The training was given in the basement of the Memorial Student Center Monday night, where students and faculty members were shown a presentation on how to administer the drug. The presentation outlined how to administer it and when you know someone is overdosing.

Naloxone is an opioid blocker that is administered in three different forms. One form is through a needle injector, and the other two are different forms of nasal spray. Students who wanted to take home a pack of the Evzio needle were allowed to once they were certified.

This is not the first program to try and get students involved in the fight against opiates. The Huntington Health Center has offered training to students, community members and addicts who are willing to learn more to save someone’s life.

Charles “Cork” Babcock, Pharm. D., offers training to anyone who is willing to assist. The training is also offered Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m. for GivingShoesDay. Students who wanted to take the hour long training course received a free to clients, said Keener. Dress for Success’ goal is to collect 1,000 pairs of shoes to be served in 2017, the organization has a goal to collect 1,000 pairs of shoes during the GivingShoesDay event.

For more information, visit www.dressthesuccess.org/givingshoesday.

Brooke Estep can be contacted at estep315@marshall.edu.

---

**Dress for Success collects donations for ‘Giving Shoes Day’**

BY BROOKE ESTEP  THE PARTHENON

Dress for Success River Cities is taking donations of shoes Tuesday from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m. for GivingShoesDay. Women’s work-appropriate shoes are requested instead of a monetary donation. Mikka Keener, marketing intern for Dress for Success, said the event is “like Giving Tuesday, but this time it’s shoes.”

According to a press release, the top 10 donors from all Dress for Success affiliates who give the most shoes will be awarded a $75 gift card to ShoeBarz. The top three Dress for Success affiliates that collect the most total shoe donations will also be awarded these $100 gift cards from ShoeBarz to purchase accessories and women’s clothing.

Keener said the non-profit aims to equip women with the tools to enter the workforce, not just the clothes.

“We do a lot more stuff than just give women an interview suit,” Keener said. “Dress for Success offers resume building, mock interviews and other skills for applying and starting jobs.”

Dress for Success works by referral based on need, but their services are free to clients, said Keener.

In the press release, Dress for Success River Cities distributed approximately 400 pairs of shoes to local women searching for employment in 2015. To accommodate the anticipated number of women who will be served in 2017, the organization has a goal to collect 1,000 pairs of shoes during the GivingShoesDay event.

For more information, visit www.dressthesuccess.org/givingshoesday.

Brooke Estep can be contacted at estep315@marshall.edu.

---

**4 Drinko study rooms close for renovation**

**The Parthenon**

Weeks remains underway in four of the operating study rooms in Drinko Library, leaving a location to cram before finals may present another challenge for many students. Marshall University released a statement Monday morning that Student Union president Drinko will temporarily close the study rooms on the second floor in order to renovate the area and move the MOHD office from its current location in the basement of the Memorial Student Center.

In response to the challenge, the library is offering four different rooms on the first floor for student usage. For many students, the second, third and fourth floors offer a quiet alternative for those who struggle to study in loud environments. In response to the challenge, the library is offering four different rooms on the first floor for student usage. For many students, the second, third and fourth floors offer a quiet alternative for those who struggle to study in loud environments.

Until renovations are complete, the popular bus routes Tri-State Transit Authority offer.

---

**Huntington, Marshall University offered training to community members and students to help fight against opiates.**

---

**Herd women’s basketball will take on the Morgan State University Bears at 4 p.m. at the Cam Henderson Center.**

By ADAM ROGERS  THE PARTHENON

Herd women’s basketball will take on the Ohio University Bobcats at 7 p.m.

---

**The Common Area**

**The popular bus routes Tri-State Transit Authority offer.**

How does it work?

Transit Authority • Find your Stop • Get your arrival times

---

**Opinion, 4**

**Editorial:**

"Having your own M.I.D. is a big deal. If you think you might qualify to ride RouteShout when they show their M.I.D., you can take the bus and want to see what it will arrive at your stop? Download the RouteShout app now so you can plan your trips on all popoular public Tristate Transit Authority offer.

How does it work? Download the RouteShout app from Apple iTunes or Google Play: • Select Tristate Transit Authority • Find your Stop • Get your arrival times.

With RouteShout, you can now sneak in a coffee or a few extra minutes of time before hopping on the bus.

---

**VETERANS’ LOUNGE DEBUTS • KOVATCH FUND**

---

**Sports, 3**

**MBB TAKES ON OHIO UNIVERSITY**

---

**News, 2**

**VOTED IN THE TRUMP PRESIDENCY**

---

**Opinion, 4**

**BOOK NOOK • VAC SENIOR CAPSTONE SERIES**

---

**529-RIDE**

If you think you might qualify to be certificated as a 529 Rider, Call 304-529-7700.
Spaghetti dinner to benefit family of late MU professor

By OLIVIA ZARILLA

THE PARTHENON

Marelise Nieuwenhuizen, M.D., recently joined the Joni C. Edwards School of Medicine and is a new addition to the department of psychiatry and behavioral medicine.

Nieuwenhuizen said she enjoys skiing, white sandy beaches and traveling with her husband of 16 years who also works at the Marshall Clinic. Her husband, Louis, is also from Africa and Nieuwenhuizen said the people from there have a certain serenity and down to earth nature about them.

Nieuwenhuizen’s responsibilities at Marshall Health include housing patients and teaching courses. Nieuwenhuizen also enjoys teaching because she can help students know what to do in the grey areas of medicine and psychiatry. She said that having many responsibilities helps to prevent burnout as there is some variety.

Josh Gillispie can be contacted at gillispie13@marshall.edu.
THE PUB
FAMILY
FUN CENTER
Newly Remodeled
Fun Center
FUN FOR ALL AGES!
3,000 SQ. FT.
Many, Many, Many New GAMES!
Watch All Your Favorite Football Games On Our Flatscreen TV’s!
LIVE DJ!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00PM-10:30PM
$12.00 MINIMUM FOR DELIVERY!

SERVING HUNGRY HERD FANS SINCE 1961!

THE PUB
FAMILY FUN CENTER
2501 5TH AVENUE
304-529-6086

We Deliver Our Full Menu - Lunch, Dinner or Snack Time to Marshall University!
PIZZAS • PASTAS • SANDWICHES
• PIZZA BREADS • HOAGIES • CHIPS & DRINKS

Large Pizza
$6.99

Large Pizza
$11.00

Large Pizza
$19.99

Tasty Pizza Bread
Made like pizza on a pepperidge farm bun with cheese
$3.99

Chicken Wings
Buffalo Style, Breaded or Boneless
Variety of sauces: mild, medium, hot, srirachi, parmesan garlic, teriyaki, BBQ Dr. Pepper
$3.99

Pepperoni Bites
$5.29
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Social Work & School of Nursing
www.marshall.edu/social-work • www.marshall.edu/nursing

Affirming our strong commitment to human rights and social justice.

In light of the current divisions in our society, The Marshall University Department of Social Work and School of Nursing join in affirming our strong commitment to human rights and social justice. To our students, friends, and colleagues who may be feeling vulnerable or at-risk, we would like to offer you the reassurance of our unflinching commitment to the values of pluralism that have been crucial in weaving the strong fabric of our civil society. We do not support and will stand against any acts of bigotry, hate, harassment, bullying, or discrimination toward any individual or group. We welcome, stand with, and offer a safe place to all students regardless of race, color, immigrant status, culture, nationality, LGBTQ identification, disability, religious affiliation, spiritual belief, gender, or any other nuance of identity that may place one at risk of alienation.
BE HERD: GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They must be typed in Microsoft Word and sent via an attachment. Longer letters may be used as guest columns at the editor's discretion. Guest column status will not be given to the editor's request. All letters must be signed and include an address or phone number for verification. Letters may be edited for grammar, libelous statements, available space or factual errors. Compelling letters that are posted on The Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be printed at the discretion of the editor.

The opinions expressed in the columns and letters do not necessarily represent the views of The Parthenon staff. Please send news releases to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu.

Please keep in mind, letters are printed based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT

Jayden Tinsley | Staff Writer

The Constitution of the United States of America states that Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

STATE ELECTIONS

Kajal Girodia | Staff Writer

President-elect Donald Trump is in the midst of preparing to become president of the United States in January and the picks for who he wants in his Cabinet are underway.

These Cabinet picks are a good indication of how Trump plans to run the country and what policies he plans to enforce. Many of his picks have interesting backgrounds and have stirred up some controversy. Here are a few of the most controversial picks:

Trump has offered the position of Attorney General to Jeff Sessions. According to The Washington Post, Sessions is said to be “anomy’s secret enemy.” Sessions has opposed most of the immigration bills that have come to the Senate in the past two decades; he also fought against legal immigration. Sessions is a climate change skeptic. The Washington Post also said in 1986 a Senate committee denied Sessions a federal judgeship because his colleagues testified that Sessions used a n-word and made jokes about the Ku Klux Klan. Sessions is quoted to say he thought the KKK was “okay until he learned that they smoked marijuana.”

Trump selected retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn to be the White House national security advisor. Vanity Fair says Flynn is an extreme Islamaphobe. In 2015, Flynn was paid to attend a gala in Moscow with Vladimir Putin. Flynn says the U.S. should work more closely with Russia to defeat ISIS. Flynn is also known to retweet false news stories.

Trump selected former Breitbart News executive and Trump’s campaign CEO Steve Bannon to be the chief executive officer. Breitbart News is known for publishing stories that are racist, misogynistic and anti-Semitic.

This “news” site was described by Bannon as “the platform for the alt-right” according to CNN. A hate group monitor, the Southern Poverty Law Center, said Bannon was “the main driver behind Breitbart creating a white ethno-nationalist propaganda mill.”

Trump has selected Jean Nipper Haley to be his Ambassador to the United Nations. Haley was the first woman to become governor of South Carolina and, during Trump’s campaign trail, she publicly spoke against the President-elect. Haley has very little foreign policy experience.

These are just a few of Trump’s picks for Cabinet positions.

Another scary thing that has happened so far is that Trump aides did not even realize the entire West Wing of the White House had to be staffed. The Wall Street Journal said during Trump and Obama’s first meeting, the current president realized Trump would need more “guidance” than previous presidents have provided to their successors. This is why a person who has never experienced government work should not have a political office position, especially the office of the president of the United States.

Trump has also released what he plans to do in his first 100 days in office, which is just as scary as his cabinet picks. According to CNN, the things he plans to do include canceling environmental regulations, cancelling the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal and impeding the government employees who think he is going to be a true American. Americans should be glad American citizens have got a small glimmer of hope in the fact that Trump is backing away from a few things he vowed to do during his campaign, such as build a wall and make Mexico pay for it, suspended Obamacare, save $1 trillion on infrastructure and put Hillary Clinton in prison.

Trump also is known for tweeting about absurd, false and off-the-wall things. Trump tweeted Nov. 27, “In addition to winning the Electoral College in a landslide, I won the popular vote if you deduct the millions of people who voted illegally.” This is not true. Hopefully, Trump plans to hire a fact-checker to read his tweets on the @POTUS account. The President-elect also has to watch out for conflicts of interest. In an interview with The New York Times, Trump said “I have the law on my side, meaning the president can’t have a conflict of interest.” This is not true. One of the first things that raises questions about conflicts of interest is Trump’s son, a soon to be first-daughter, who sat in a meeting with Japan’s Prime Minister. This raised questions because the media was not allowed in.

Trump has made it very clear he has had it with the “crooked media.” Since Election Day, Trump has not been very informative to the media and has not told them when he is leaving a place or having a meeting. He did have meetings with top news executives from CNN, NBC, FOX and others.

Donald Trump is the next President of the United States. A nightmare for some and a dream come true for others. No matter what policies he executes and how he decides to rule the country, Americans need to stand together and let their voices be heard when tough times arise. Remember, we are stronger together.

State Editorial: President-elect Trump and the coal issue

State Editorial: President-elect Trump and the coal issue

The Parthenon’s Corrections Policy

“Factual errors appearing in the Parthenon should be reported to the editor immediately following publication. Corrections the editor deems necessary will be printed as soon as possible following the error.”

Editorial: The Trump presidency so far

State Editorial: President-elect Trump and the coal issue

How much good President-elect Donald Trump can do for the devastated coal industry in West Virginia and Ohio remains to be seen. As we have pointed out, some of the damage caused by President Barack Obama’s war on coal and the affordable electricity will be irreversible. At least Trump has not forgotten about us, however. Two leading campaign promises are for coal even before final vote tallies are available.

West Virginia Gov-elect Jim Justice — a Democrat, it should be noted — reports that last week, Trump called him at least 15 minutes discussing how Mountain State coal miners can be put back to work, justice related. The sooner efforts that end begin, the better. Also we have noted, despite coal-fired power plants, mines and miners are being made dirty.

State Editorial: President-elect Trump and the coal issue

Originally published by The Intelligencer/Wheeling News-Register
We got it from Here... Thank You 4 Your Service: An Informal Album Review

By KRISTY HOLDEN

Brittania Jarvis is a senior graphic design major from Princeton, West Virginia who has artwork in the senior capstone exhibit at the Marshall University Visual Arts Center. Jarvis knew she wanted to come to Marshall ever since eighth grade when her middle school band came to watch the high school band competes at Marshall University and she watched the movie “We Are Marshall” with her cousin. “I was sold after the competition and I was hooked on the visual aspect,” Jarvis said. “I watched the movie with a cousin who visited and was not impressed. This spun me off.” While the track’s lyrics don’t necessarily relate back to the electronics, he said it is a sentimental track. Jarvis’ middle school band performed at Marshall University Visual Arts Center.

LIFE! EDITOR

You 4 Your service” is ATCQ’s second full-length album. ATCQ is the acronym for A Tribe Called Quest. They have been a staple of the underground hip hop community since the early ‘90s. Their blend of their classic style, and samples of the likes of Q-Tip, Jarobi White, Phifer, or mourning his loss. Although ATCQ’s live performances on SNL centered around the theme of Frank, Taylor, or Phillip Dopey, it is apparent that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”

The album stands strong. It’s a two-part, with each part, housing eight tracks each, featuring the likes of Q-Tip, JIll Scott, Andre 3000, Kanye West, Andre 3000, among others. The sounds and vibe of the album are orchestrated perfectly. There are parts of ATCQ’s past album that is going to be the end of every. Jarvis said, “I have this memory, sitting inside the building, that this is what I’m going through. I’m going through the Marching Thunderer and it’s going to be great!” Not long after that, I just put my application and got my acceptance. Upon coming to Marshall, she was able to go and stay up with campus life. During her freshman and sophomore year, she had a part of hair color, the art department was involved in it. Jarvis said, “I was able to have a father that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”

The album stands strong. It’s a two-part, with each part, housing eight tracks each, featuring the likes of Q-Tip, JIll Scott, Andre 3000, Kanye West, Andre 3000, among others. The sounds and vibe of the album are orchestrated perfectly. There are parts of ATCQ’s past album that is going to be the end of every. Jarvis said, “I have this memory, sitting inside the building, that this is what I’m going through. I’m going through the Marching Thunderer and it’s going to be great!” Not long after that, I just put my application and got my acceptance. Upon coming to Marshall, she was able to go and stay up with campus life. During her freshman and sophomore year, she had a part of hair color, the art department was involved in it. Jarvis said, “I was able to have a father that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”

The album stands strong. It’s a two-part, with each part, housing eight tracks each, featuring the likes of Q-Tip, JIll Scott, Andre 3000, Kanye West, Andre 3000, among others. The sounds and vibe of the album are orchestrated perfectly. There are parts of ATCQ’s past album that is going to be the end of every. Jarvis said, “I have this memory, sitting inside the building, that this is what I’m going through. I’m going through the Marching Thunderer and it’s going to be great!” Not long after that, I just put my application and got my acceptance. Upon coming to Marshall, she was able to go and stay up with campus life. During her freshman and sophomore year, she had a part of hair color, the art department was involved in it. Jarvis said, “I was able to have a father that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”

The album stands strong. It’s a two-part, with each part, housing eight tracks each, featuring the likes of Q-Tip, JIll Scott, Andre 3000, Kanye West, Andre 3000, among others. The sounds and vibe of the album are orchestrated perfectly. There are parts of ATCQ’s past album that is going to be the end of every. Jarvis said, “I have this memory, sitting inside the building, that this is what I’m going through. I’m going through the Marching Thunderer and it’s going to be great!” Not long after that, I just put my application and got my acceptance. Upon coming to Marshall, she was able to go and stay up with campus life. During her freshman and sophomore year, she had a part of hair color, the art department was involved in it. Jarvis said, “I was able to have a father that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”

The album stands strong. It’s a two-part, with each part, housing eight tracks each, featuring the likes of Q-Tip, JIll Scott, Andre 3000, Kanye West, Andre 3000, among others. The sounds and vibe of the album are orchestrated perfectly. There are parts of ATCQ’s past album that is going to be the end of every. Jarvis said, “I have this memory, sitting inside the building, that this is what I’m going through. I’m going through the Marching Thunderer and it’s going to be great!” Not long after that, I just put my application and got my acceptance. Upon coming to Marshall, she was able to go and stay up with campus life. During her freshman and sophomore year, she had a part of hair color, the art department was involved in it. Jarvis said, “I was able to have a father that Q-Tip and White are using “We got it from Here...” as a way to remember the Five Foot Assassin’s life, and incredible contributions to hip hop music. Phillips is a legend, but at this line “that’s about it, that seems like it’s my theme song/all through the years my voice has been my best friend; I have some brothers wonder, can Phillips really kick it?/Some even wanna die me, but why should I?”
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